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• Demand Forecast is an important input for PPP 
concessionaire analysis/infrastructure projects

• Used for determining the traffic forecasts

• Toll revenue forecasts for present and future years

• Used to determine the revenue from the project and capacity 
needs

• Finally, used to determine the viability of the project based 
on future revenue

• Also used as input for capacity analysis, environmental 
analysis studies

Role of Traffic Forecasting



Relationship among PPP stakeholders



Steps in Infrastructure Decision Making

• Identify alternatives

• Conduct Survey (Determine sample size, study area)

• Estimate demand using regression models

• Forecast demand for future year

• Test of different alternatives

• Assign demand on the transportation network/simulation to determine 
different MOEs

• Select the best alternative



Identification of alternatives/selection
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• Almost all traffic forecasts have large errors

• 1997 JP Morgan study in the US highway studies

• Analyzed 14 recently constructed toll projects

• Only one project exceeded it forecast revenue

• The forecasts were wrong (optimistic) by up to 25%

• Reducing uncertainty associated with the forecasts in one of the 
major challenges for transportation agencies and consultants

What is the performance of traffic forecasts
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• According to a 2006 report from The Denver Post, “there is no 
incentive for the [tolling] estimates to be accurate. Even when 
wrong, the bonds are simply refinanced and the consultants are paid 
again for their work on new studies to support the new bonds.”

• The Denver Post also found, “Even with adjustments for the break-in 
period in the opening years, 86 percent of new toll roads in eight 
states failed to meet expectations in their first full year. By year 
three, 75 percent - 15 of the 20 that have been open that long -
remained poor performers.”

What is the performance of traffic forecasts
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• An analysis of data by the NHCRP concerning 26 tolls roads also found 
“most of the results demonstrate an underperformance,” and, “Even with the 
availability of updated forecasts, only a small number of projections are 
within 10% of the actual revenues.”

• In a 2005 study examining traffic estimates of over 200 projects in 14 
countries, researchers found: “Very high statistical significance that 
forecasters generally do a poor job of estimating the demand for 
transportation infrastructure projects…For half of all road projects, the 
difference between actual and forecasted traffic is more than ±20%. The 
result is substantial financial risks, which are typically ignored or 
downplayed by planners and decision makers to the detriment of social and 
economic welfare.”

What is the performance of traffic forecasts
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What is the performance of traffic forecasts

According to a 2009 report from Standard & Poor’s analyst Robert Bain cited in 
Project Finance International, “… a number of high profile investor financed toll roads 
around the world are currently failing to meet expectations. This has less to do with 
the present economic climate and more to do with a market readiness to be seduced 
by hopelessly optimistic traffic and revenue projections.”

The Denver Post also quoted Bain: “Big (forecast) numbers win big prizes,” and that, 
"Quite often, people shop around until they find the people who provide the 
numbers." In short, the [tolling] procurement process in general – and bid 
evaluation criteria specifically – reward high traffic and revenue forecasts, not 
accurate ones.
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• Recession or Economic downturn – relationship between 
economic growth and traffic growth

• Land use scenarios that changed from those assumed

• Over-estimation of drivers willingness to pay tolls

• Travel time savings that turned out lower than expected

• Underestimation of the severity and duration of the ramp-up 
time of tolling

• Over-estimation of the value of travel time

• Based on limited data on vehicle class, it is observed that the 
standard deviation of error is larger for trucks than cars

Commonly reported forecast errors
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• Many studies ignore risk and bias in their analysis

• Some studies acknowledge it but do not address it

• Some address it partially by reporting a range of outputs

• All of these are problematic

How is uncertainty/bias addressed in practice?
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Case study of a cross border Highway bridge project



Modeling Process
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Summary of studies

▪ Study of the Detroit River International Crossing

▪ One of the major cross border crossings in the United States

▪ Current bridge (Ambassador bridge) is operating at full capacity

▪ Is there a need for a new bridge?

▪ Data Collection

▪ Corridor Growth Analysis

▪ Traffic Model Development/Analysis

▪ Traffic and Toll Revenue Analysis
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Summary of consultant studies
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Observed crossings on the various projects
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Passenger car crossings projections

Forecast of the passenger car crossings from various studies 
(Source: 2004, 2010 and 2018 MDOT Consultant Reports)
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Predictions of truck volumes from three time periods

Forecast of the commercial vehicle 
crossings from various studies 
(Source: 2004, 2010 and 2018 
MDOT Consultant Reports)
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Predictions of truck volumes from three time periods

Forecast of the total traffic crossings from various studies
(Source: 2004, 2010 and 2018 MDOT Consultant Reports)
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Predicted annual passenger cars for future years

Forecast of the annual passenger car flows on the proposed 
GHIB (Source: 2010, 2014 and 2018 MDOT Consultant Reports)
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Predicted annual truck volume for future years

Forecast of the annual truckflows on the proposed GHIB 
(Source: 2010, 2014 and 2018 MDOT Consultant Reports)
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Predicted annual truck volume for future years

Forecast of the annual volumes on the proposed GHIB (Source: 
2010, 2014 and 2018 MDOT Consultant Reports)
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One example from a consultant report
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How does this impact capacity analysis?

▪ If predictions from 2004 and 2008 were used, the current bridge 

will reach capacity by 2020

▪ However, given the new revisions and forecast error, the capacity 

may not be reached until 2045 or later

▪ How to split the volume of trucks and cars that will be attracted to 

the new bridge? The numbers chosen will have significant 

implications for environmental analysis as well
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Addressing uncertainty: Some suggestions

▪ Conduct Scenario Analysis: To reduce the range of error in long term 

forecasts, a method that I and others have proposed (Ukkusuri 2005; 

Ukkusuri and Waller 2007; Zhao and Kockelman 2002; Bain 2010) is to 

conduct uncertainty analysis accounting for a wide range of future 

scenarios. Modelers should not only consider optimistic future scenarios 

(the usual practice) but also consider other scenarios (economy going 

down, population decreases, employment decreases, currency inflation, 

increased value of times, etc.) when conducting the modeling

▪ Point Estimates versus Stochastic Estimates: Report a range rather than 

deterministic values

▪ Weighting: Give weights to different forecasts
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Other suggestions

▪ Outputs are only as good as inputs. Proper care should be taken 

that the most rigorous inputs are used in the long-term forecasts 

▪ Use rigorous sampling methods for surveys

▪ Use a range of data for economic activity rather than just job 

forecasts or labor statistics
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Addressing uncertainty: Advanced methods
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Addressing uncertainty: Advanced methods
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Takeaways

▪ Demand Forecasting for infrastructure projects is critical

▪ This should be based on solid science – not guesswork

▪ We should consider a range of scenarios in determining 

future forecasts

▪ Provide a range of estimates rather than a deterministic 

value

▪ Go/No-Go decisions should be made based on risk analysis

▪ Revisions of the estimates is a continuous process – not just 

at the beginning

▪ Flexibility is important in modeling transportation projects



Thank you!


